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Most New Orleans schools are in ruins, as are the homes of the children who have
attended them. The children are now scattered all over the country. This is a tragedy. It
is also an opportunity to radically reform the educational system.1
Milton Friedman

This [pandemic] is the first time many universities will have to rely on a fully online
experience for their undergraduate population. Doing so could dramatically accelerate
the long-term acceptance of online learning.2
Adam Nordin, the managing director of the Goldman Sachs’ Technology (TMT)
Group

The uncanny resemblance of these responses to two different crises is the subject of
this article. The first one is a response to 2005’s Hurricane Katrina, and the second one is a
reaction to 2020’s COVID-19 pandemic. Once the stay-at-home procedure started in different
countries in 2020, calls for moving communications online began immediately. Many businesses
needed to carry on, and in a globalized world, dependent on an increasingly extreme division of
labor, effective communication was crucial. The Internet was the common answer. Schools,
businesses, film festivals, and meetups started to search for ways to move online. In response
to that massive demand, many tech companies offered their services for free or for cheaper
prices temporarily, especially for schools. Zoom lifted its 40-minute limit on free accounts for K12 schools in some regions,3 and Adobe made its Creative Cloud free for some students.4
Among others, instructors and administrators praised such moves by tech companies
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enthusiastically.5 However, I argue that one needs to look at these actions in the broader context
of the growing control of corporations over different sectors of the (global) society, causing
increasing inequalities. The exploitation of Katrina to transform education sheds light on the new
capitalist response to the pandemic in the education sector.
It took only about three months after Katrina for Friedman to call for embracing the
destruction of public schools and replacing them with publicly-funded but privately-run (charter)
schools. Explicitly calling students “consumers,” he asked to use the same free market
strategies used in “other industries” in the education sector.6 Friedman had long been a
proponent of utilizing tragedies to implement (capitalist) ideas that were not feasible before,7 a
strategy Naomi Klein calls “Shock Doctrine” or “Disaster Capitalism.”8 Currently, charter schools
make up New Orleans’ entire public school system.9 This “Reconstruction of a newly governed
South”10 mainly helped the white upper-class use public funds for private gains11 and resulted in
further racial segregation, lower public education quality, as well as racial and economic
inequalities.12
If the capitalist response to a hurricane in one region took a few months to take off, the
sudden shutdown of most schools around the world in the middle of the school year called for
an immediate response. The corporations investing in educational and communication
technologies wasted no time to exploit the crisis to take over their suddenly expanded market.
The pace of pandemic-related developments put school administrators and educators in a state
of panic, leading them to embrace the software tools that let them “continue” their education.
“Instructional continuity” became a buzz word, with the purpose of using “the best tools
available” to “continue” instructions despite the disruption. Educators, students, and staff
members had very little time to adopt new tools and scrutinize the effects of such adoptions. For
example, the University of Wisconsin-Madison gave less than two weeks to its employees to
move the courses completely online.13
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People began to share documents and spreadsheets listing tech tools, and schools set
up workshops and made contracts with tech companies as a response to the “new situation.”
Most of the conversation centered around digital tools’ capabilities for implementing this
supposed “continuity” with little attention to the human aspects and long-term effects of such
moves on people and the educational system. Schools and universities invested in software
while laying off their working force. When students are considered “consumers,” academic
“business” becomes more important than the wellbeing of the humans within the system.
Educational institutions pushed everyone to adopt “the new norm” quickly, resulting in a boom in
the edtech sector as most other industries were declining.14
The Shock Doctrine is effective, exactly because it exploits people’s fear of disruption,
the (sometimes manipulated) fast pace of developments, and people’s disadvantage in
economic and social capitals to compete with wealthy and powerful institutions. In a typical
capitalist move, disguised as “philanthropy,”15 the Gates Foundation made a deal with Andrew
Cuomo, New York’s governor, to “reimagine education” in New York. The information provided
on this “reimagining” is too broad but aspires to be sweeping, transforming in-person education
to virtual learning.16 The lack of details gives the involved entities an alarming decision-making
power, especially considering that the council for this transformation includes “[n]o current NYC
educators.”17 Goldman Sachs also hoped that universities’ financial struggles as well as their
forced adoption of online teaching during the pandemic would lead to accepting online
education more quickly, arguing that financially-minded agents such as CFOs and Presidents
are involved in weighing the costs of online versus traditional education.18 Zoom and Adobe’s
moves, hence, should also be considered a marketing strategy in this broader context, as
voiced by 2U, Zoom’s close partner.19 New Orleans provides a lesson in whom such
exploitations serve and how they increase economic, social, and racial inequalities.20
Corporations, tech companies, and billionaires’ takeover by exploiting the pandemic
extends to almost any aspect of human life involving communication—which is almost all of
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human life. New technologies can provide helpful tools for facing unexpected problems.
However, the predatory way tech companies exploit their capital advantage over the general
public to make them purchase or rent products or share profit-making personal data for free,21
and more broadly, to restructure human communications increases inequalities in domestic and
global societies. Inclusive, human-centered, and community-engaged decision making as well
as open-source software should replace a premature acceptance of “the new normal.” As
corporations make deals with states and other institutions to “reimagine” our ways of life, we
need to collectively reimagine our mutual future.
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